
Joysticks

If you want to use an official Nintendo N64 controller then you have to use the official N64 joystick which it comes with,
because the official controllers sense a joystick's movements via light by a wheel which moves as the joystick moves similar
to the way a PC mouse works. The official N64 joysticks don't seem to last long before they fail in comparison to other
joysticks, and are also quite thick.

For any other controllers that use an analogue joystick, you can change them to use any other controller joystick - for
example a GameCube joystick is slightly slimmer than normal ones, or a really nice, but large joystick is on a SuperPad or
MakoPad N64 joystick.

The four connections on a joystick are as follows:

VCC data - the data line
H - horizontal (X axis)
Y - vertical (Y axis)
Ground - same ground as the rest of the controller uses (use a multimeter to find it).

The example below is for a GameCube joystick.

A joystick has two connectors, shown as the orange parts on the bare joystick on the pic below:



One connector will be VCC-H-ground or ground-H-VCC; the other will be VCC-V-ground or ground-V-VCC. If you use a
multimeter to find ground on your controller, then you will easily identify what is what on the joystick connectors.



And wired to an unofficial N64 controller - in the pic below I have colour coded what goes where:

Some joysticks are easier to use than others, that is the point of this - if you want to change your joystick, you can.

You need to wire the joystick to their corresponding connections on the controller and the joystick you are using must be
orientated the same way as in the controller. For example with the above, ground to ground, VCC to VCC, Horizontal to
Horizontal and Vertical to Vertical. Note - you MUST wire the joystick in the same orientation as the controller joystick is
in.

Here is an example of wiring a PSP joystick, although I wouldn’t recommend using one as they don’t centre reliably -
however is good for illustration purposes if your joystick only has four connections:




